SMART ACTIVITIES LESSON

EXPERIENCE: ACTIVITUDES

**Project Skill:** Being physically active.

**Success Indicators:** As a result of this activity, students will be able to:

- define and give examples of different types of physical activities
- explain why physical activity is important for good health

**Life Skills:** Decision-making, Healthy lifestyle choices, Teamwork

**Preparation Time:** Before class, gather different magazines.

**SUPPLIES:**

- *Kids Activity Pyramid* poster or Move It! handout
- *Kids Activity Plate* handouts (VCE publication 348-097)
- Large sheets of paper
- Old magazines
- Scissors
- Glue
- Markers

**OPTIONAL HANDOUTS:**

- *Add It Up* (VCE publication 348-240)
- Move It!
- Move It! Diary

**Virginia Standards of Learning**

English 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 6.2, 7.1
Health 3.1, 3.2, 4.4, 5.1, 5.2, 6.2, 7.2, 8.1, 8.2

- *Calorie Chemistry* (VCE publication 348-241)
- *Warm Up Activities* (VCE publication 348-885)
- *Power Up Activities* (VCE publication 348-886)

**STEPS:**

1. Have the class brainstorm a good definition of “physical activity”—what to include or not include.
2. Give small groups of students old magazines and scissors. Ask them to cut out as many pictures as they can of people performing different kinds of physical activity.
3. Give the groups large sheets of paper, glue, markers, and the *Kids Activity Pyramid* or Move It! handouts. Have the students divide the paper into sections similar to the *Kids Activity Pyramid*: everyday, 3 to 5 times a week, etc.
4. Have each student or group show the poster to the class and explain it.
5. Which activity was the most difficult to classify?
6. Compare and contrast the different posters. Did the groups categorize activities differently?
7. Choose a game to play to be active!
8. Distribute handouts for them to take home.
**TIPS:**
- Choose the Move It! handout for younger children and the Kids Activity Pyramid for older children.
- This activity may be done individually or in small groups.
- Be sure the magazines are appropriate for children.

**OTHER IDEAS:**
- Rather than using magazines to create posters, ask the students to brainstorm different physical activities. Then, assign individuals or groups different physical activities to draw. When they are finished, have each person tape the activity onto the Kids Activity Pyramid where they think it belongs. Discuss the Kids Activity Pyramid, including why physical activity is important and the difference between “everyday” activities and those you should “cut down on.” Follow this up with one of the games.
- Activity Relay. Place paper bags at the front of the room. Label each bag with a different category of the Kids Activity Pyramid. Children are divided into teams and each team gets a certain number of cutouts of physical activities or activities written on slips of paper. They must sort the activities and in a relay place them in the proper bags.
- Combine this lesson with one from Smart Foods, comparing and contrasting the Kids Activity Pyramid with the MyPlate. Choose a game from Game Ideas to follow-up.
- Share activities found at BAM Body and Mind to find interesting tidbits to share with the kids about different possible sports and activities: http://www.bam.gov/index.html

**SHARE:**
- Which activities were the hardest to classify?
- Why?

**PROCESS:**
- What category of the MyPlate do you think stretching fits into? Why?
- Why is it important to think about types of physical activity?

**GENERALIZE:**
- Why is physical activity important?
- What kinds of physical activity would you like to try now? When you are older?

**APPLY:**
- In what other daily activities will you use exercise?
- What will you tell your family about the Kids Activity Plate?